Case Study
A Berkshire Primary School
‘Our school is a one-form-entry primary school in Berkshire. A large proportion of the school’s pupils come
from low income or single-parent families, and there are some pupils who have experienced or witnessed
abuse/concerning incidents in their home or in their local area, for example, neighbours fighting and police
being called in the middle of the night.’
‘We as a school aim to go above and beyond the usual expectations when it comes to providing a safe and
nurturing environment for our pupils. Along with being good role models for our pupils, we also aim to
educate them effectively, so that they have a good understanding of things such as appropriate, acceptable
behaviour towards themselves and others, as well as coping with situations and day-to-day experiences that
can be stressful or emotional.’
‘When I joined the school in September 2021 and was given the role of PSHE Lead, I was asked to look at
the PSCHE scheme and consider how effectively it was meeting the needs of our pupils. After establishing
that the existing scheme was not particularly effective, I was then tasked with the challenge of finding an
alternative scheme that would suit the needs of our children and provide team with the PSHE education that
they deserved.’
‘As part of my search for a superior scheme, I browsed the internet to see what other schemes were available.
1decision was one of the schemes that came up in my search and it immediately stood out from the other
schemes available.’
The school have been using 1decision since November 2021, and the children ‘absolutely love watching the
videos and helping the characters make good decisions. They are always keen to know whether this will be the
lesson where they get to watch the video and they really seem to enjoy the discussion that the video provokes.’
So would this 1decision user recommend 1decision to any other schools?
‘Absolutely! In fact, I have already mentioned it to a few contacts that I have in other schools, hoping to encourage them to give the scheme a try.’
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